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PRESS RELEASE 

 

A New Frozen Product, “HANE GYOZA Chicken”  
Has Been Launched in Singapore 

 

SINGAPORE, 14th October 2022 – Ajinomoto (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. started to sell a new frozen product, 
“HANE GYOZA Chicken” in early October. HANE GYOZA is a very popular style gyoza in Japan. “HANE” 
indicates super crispy batter layer around gyoza.  
  Our product “HANE GYOZA Chicken” can be cooked WITHOUT Oil or Water, which is a unique and only 
one frozen gyoza product in Singapore. You can cook easily at home and can enjoy juicy gyoza with super 
crispy batter layer “HANE”.  
  “HANE GYOZA Chicken” is now available in Don Don Donki, Meidi-ya, ISETAN and Fish Mart Sakuraya, 
followed by local supermarkets soon. For details, you can check “HANE GYOZA Chicken” website 
https://frozenfoods.ajinomotosg.com/hanegyoza/.  
  We’ll continue to develop new products and fulfill Singapore consumer’s needs for Japanese Frozen 
Foods and contribute to their healthier and more convenient lives in the future. 
   
 

   

 

  

Typical style of HANE GYOZA 
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Characteristics of HANE GYOZA 
1. Crispy batter layer outside and juicy chicken filling inside 
2. Easy cooking WITHOUT Oil or Water 

 
Packaging Style and Energy info 
12 pieces / packet, 276 g, 384 kcal 
 
Please check and “Like!” our Frozen Foods Facebook page! 
https://www.facebook.com/AjinomotoSGFrozenFoods 

 
 

ABOUT Ajinomoto (Singapore) Pte Ltd  
Ajinomoto Singapore is one of the affiliates in Ajinomoto Group, its head quarter in Japan, and was 
established in 1973 to promote and distribute Ajinomoto products including seasonings, frozen foods, 
processed foods, and amino acids products for the consumer market as well as the food service and food 
processing industries in Singapore. 
https://www.ajinomoto.com.sg/  
https://frozenfoods.ajinomotosg.com/ 

 
For further information, please contact: HERE 

The Ajinomoto Group, unlocking the power of amino acids, aims to resolve food and health issues associated with dietary habits 
and aging, and contribute to greater wellness for people worldwide.  
Based on the corporate message “Eat Well, Live Well.”, we have been scientifically pursuing the possibilities of amino acids to 
aim for future growth by creating new value through sustainable and innovative solutions for communities and society. 
The Ajinomoto Group has offices in 35 countries and regions, and sells products in more than 130 countries and regions. In fiscal 
2021, sales were 1.1493 trillion yen (10.2 billion U.S. dollars). To learn more, visit www.ajinomoto.com. 
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